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Be not afraid of growing slowly, 

Be afraid only of standing still. 

Chinese proverb 
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A personal return on experience from over 30 years strength sports experience. 

By Mark Notschaele 

5. Lean ? Reduce your carb dependency ! 

Disclaimer: When you want to start on a new way of eating – please consult your physician first ! 

 

How can you get lean, stay lean – all year around - and not feel miserable in the process of getting there 

or staying there ? It is possible:, and is called: 

Reduce your carb dependency ! 

My 80-s – the “no clue age”  

As I was preparing for bodybuilding contests in the 80-s, I did what I believed needed 

to be done according what was known at the time. I was already fairly lean to start 

with, but to get on stage one needs to be ultra-ripped. I never did any fat caliper 

measurements at the time, but once I got on stage I could see the striae in my leg 

muscles, ultra six pack and very cut serratus magni (side abdominals). 

The price to pay ? Feeling horrible for a 6-8 week period and loose kilos of muscle in 

the process? Why ? The nutrition knowledge we had at the time was very limited and 

usually taken from magazines (pre-Internet and Amazon age- so if we were lucky we 

found an imported book or magazine about bodybuilding in a local shop!), or 

obtained from fellow trainees. Much of the info was clearly also based on the 

assumption that you would be on steroid (ab)use.  

2 of the gym owners where I worked out at the time openly suggested the use of 

anabolics in combination with fluid dehydration medicines and the likes to look 

really big and defined.  At a certain point the gym owner of a well know gym in Eindhoven was called off 

by his girlfriend – as he was relentlessly harassing me to get me on “chemicals”. In his eyes a clean 

contest preparation - looking big and cut was impossible. In the end his girlfriend told him to leave me 

alone and let me do my thing.  

So for people using chemicals there was advice around on how to get big and cut – but for a clean 

training person all that remained was a lot of self experimentation. 

So how did we eat? During the normal season "bulking" was still the buzzword. Eat big, lots of carbs, 6 

times a day, consume lots of protein and avoid any fat!. For goodness sakes – no fat! Fat makes you fat 

and gives you heart diseases – that is what we read. A typical bodybuilder would eat rice, pasta and 

chicken as the mainstay of his diet.  “Weight gain” powder was my first go at a food supplement – 
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nothing but sheer 80% carbs. We just wanted to get heavier! Heavy was associated with strong, strong 

with increased muscle mass.  

I was never very high in body fat due to genetic predestination (fast metabolism) being young, and 

training 6 times a week - but for sure I tried to gain weight desperately through eating. We trained with 

relative low reps - in 8-12 range for minimum 3 sets per exercise and minimum 3 exercises per body 

part. A training would take over 2 hours, and leave us exhausted. The typical “Arnold” volume type 

training.  

Prior to a bodybuilding contest I went on a radical diet - stayed high in protein, no fat and cut out most if 

not all carbs. Eating some greens here and there in small quantities kept the intestines going. The 

wisdom of contest prep in terms of training dictated me, while keeping up the 6 days a week lifting 

routine - now with less weight and more reps- including “shaping “exercises , to add cardio units to the 

training program a few times per week.  

The first few contests this is the way I ended up on stage. I was really ripped, but looked flat and lost 

kilos of muscle mass – lost strength – and on top of that felt horrible and could not even pump up 

decent at the show. At one show I gave up after the pre-judging because I had to pump up twice due to 

a delay in the judging sequence – which left me complete out of energy and depressed – losing all my 

motivation to compete. So I ended up just leaving the show. This after all the month of dedicated but 

devastating prep work. 

My small Improvement - Carb loading & fluid manipulation 

A few shows later I learned to carb load. I got that 

information from a magazine somewhere. Basically I did 

the same drastic dieting - but in the last week I cut out all 

carbs and ran like crazy to totally deplete my glycogen - 

the last three days before the show I would then carb-load and could store some 300-400 grams of 

glycogen in my muscles, bound with 3 times as much water - which 

made me gain some 2 kgs and made me look a lot fuller. Also I played 

with the potassium / sodium balance - so called potassium loading - 

which tipped the fluid balance toward the muscle, such that less water 

was retained under the skin. This all was working - I looked better.  

Still it was clear I lost a rather dramatic volume of muscle, prior to the 

contest.. And still felt bad, hungry and irritated during this period.  I 

remember dieting like this over Xmas time - feeling hungry like crazy – 

passing by all the xmas foodstuff in the shop - and because of that 

sometimes lose control – and just binge out on cookies. This gave an 

instant satisfaction, but high blood sugar stint, followed by a dramatic 

low...so getting ever more craving for food.  1985 
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My Recovery from Starvation 

Going back to a normal eating pattern – adding fats / carbs to the diet - after the contest was certainly 

opposed by my body. Diarrhea and feeling nauseous were very common in the first week or so. Maybe 

somewhat exaggerated, but very much the symptoms people getting out of a concentration camp who 

faced starvation -  and had  learn to eat normally again. 

My Throwing in the Towel 

On later contests I still stuck to the carb depletion and fluid balance manipulation 

– as that worked well, and I still believe it is a good working practice to date. But I 

ended up giving up the drastic dieting. I was just sick of loosing so much mass, 

feeling horrible and getting weaker in the process.  Discussing it with my training 

buddy at the time - I decided to just step on stage the way I was - not ultra ripped, 

but kilograms more massive due to not loosing muscle mass.  

As a result an article in a muscle magazine commented on my looks: "big and 

massive, but has to remember to go on a diet for a contest - to fat". 

Me@Now 

Now – we are a few decades later – and I wished that I would have known back then - what I know now. 

80-s : Carb is good & Fat is bad  

The 80-s were the high-days of promoting high carb nutrition- as it was the magical energy food - and 

would substitute all fats in the diet. There was no other information being propagated – especially in the 

bodybuilding scene - and if it existed at least it did not reach me at the time. This “belief” was so popular 

because of the onset of welfare diseases like heart problems in the 80-s – correlated to high fat levels in 

the blood – and being fat in general – so fat in food was bombarded to culprit. So the dogma "fat is 

bad", "fast makes fat" and "fat gives you heart problems" were born. Unfortunately since the 80-s – the 

less fat people have started to eat in their diets, the fatter people have become. Combined with a les 

active way of life – a disaster seemed to be on our hands. 

A problem is that high carb food - like pizzas, cookies, sweets, bread, pasta have become more and 

more, easily available in large qualities and today form the bulk of most of our diets. In the process we 

have cut out all fat from our food - also converted to "light" versions of the still high-carb loaded 

product. Light being associated with “low fat”, not necessarily with low carb & low energy content.  

In essence we have conditioned our bodies into never having to use fat as a source of energy. Even 

worse - through overeating on carbs we lay down layers of fat week after week, year after year. On top 

we burn our insulin production out to constantly battle and lower our blood sugar levels, and get one 

eating-attack after the other once the insulin overshoots into a low sugar state of the blood. Sustained 

insulin production need is causing insulin insensitivity in the body, which means we need higher doses to 

get the same effects, in the end causing malfunction of the pancreas - resulting in diabetes. 

1990 
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Regular propagated diet wisdom is often still high carb, low or medium protein, low fat but now in 

reduced quantities. This means that your body is not converted to burning fat – will go in a starvation 

state - and will consume muscle and other tissues to feed itself. For sure this leads to weight loss, but in 

the process stripping essential body tissue, and leaves you feeling hungry and miserable 

All these extremes I lived and noticed in my active bodybuilding times. The high carb surges and feeling 

tired and sleepy after eating ( a lot and often) , the low sugar eat attacks or getting a near hypoglycemy 

when not eating on time – and of course the feeling totally miserable, and loosing muscle mass when on 

a diet . 

These kind of high carbs / low fat diets are not sustainable over longer periods of times. They are indeed 

that – a diet- not a structural new way of eating to get and stay lean. Yo-yo effect is associated with this 

way of living. 

“Low carb & High fat” 

So how can you get lean, stay lean – all year around - and not feel miserable in the process of getting 

there or staying there? It is possible:, and is called: 

Reduce your carb dependency! 

Over 30 years ago the alternative way of eating  - low carb / high protein / high fat - have already been 

proposed – but did not get very much attention and acceptance – for sure not in the 80-s due to the 

mainstream establishment and lobby on how to eat: high carbs, medium protein, low fat.  

Over the course the last 10 years low carb / high fat systems have however been proliferated and 

popularized through some significant pioneers like Atkins. 

Note that there are confusingly many variations of those "low carb 

systems" around – the other side of the medal on this information 

age: The metabolic diet (DiPasquale) - which was designed especially 

for bodybuilders, to get away from steroid abuse, Atkins - who has 

been greatly been critiqued by the establishment, Paleo - based on 

mimicking what human ate in the Paleolithic times, LOGI - the low 

glycemic and insulinic approach – and many more. 
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To see through this – you need to be aware that all these mentioned ways of eating are variations 

revolving around the same principles though: 

 

 "Carbs are not essential for your body” 

 “make your body adapted to use Fat for energy” 

 "High Protein suppresses hunger” 

 “Move & exercise” to retain muscle mass. 

 

The low carb / high fat / high protein methods follow another path. In essence it goes back to the eating 

pattern humans had in the Stone Age –and hinges on the fact that genetically we are still best suited to 

cope with that nourishment scheme. In the Stone Age we certainly had to move a lot (to hunt for food), 

ate lots of meat (and fat) and once in a while ate berries, fruits and available vegetables. 

 

These ways of eating activates the body - yes, the genes from the stone ages days are still there - to use 

fat as a main source of energy. It keeps insulin production low and flat. It reduces fat blood levels - 
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because the body is now forced to digest and process fat. The high protein content and eating lots of 

vegetables (which is also a good healthy side effect of this way of eating ) also adds to keeping you feel 

non-hungry for very long periods of time. This means that - without a hunger feeling - one can lose 

weight rather easy. On such a scheme there is a tendency to just eat less anyway, and when you now 

lower your calorie intake by lowering you fat intake, your body will consume your body fat stores first 

for energy – and not your muscle glycogen or muscle tissues.  The trick is that you can make this a way 

of living, which is rather impossible on yo-yo dieting – as they are unsustainable - on high carb / low fat 

diets.  

It is a sure fire roadmap to change your body composition - reduction of your fat percentage - while 

keep your muscle mass intact and feeling good. Feeling good not only means not being hungry - but also 

the ability to be active, gaining strength while losing body fat. 

In a nutshell low carb / high fat nutrition regimes makes you less dependent on carbs for energy.  

It does not need to be a radical approach – and it should certainly not be approached as a (temporary) 

diet - it should rather be a structural new way of eating.  

Being less carb-dependent - while embracing (strength) sports is a real revelation towards a healthy, 

strong and lean way of living. 

I have been converting to this kind of eating (see my blog on Facebook in the KSC Groovy group) and it is 

indeed a revelation. It would have saved me a lot of the agony of my extreme dieting in my bodybuilding 

contest preparation period. It proves to me that the myth or need to bulk up and diet down is totally 

overhauled – and for sure it is possible without chemicals. One can look good all year around, sustained 

for as long as you want. 

The above is only a summary of the low carb systems - details and books on low carb / high fat way of 

eating can be found in abundance on the internet and on amazon - be curious, have a read, have a try... 

Disclaimer: When you want to start on a new way of eating – please consult your physician first! 
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